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ReVEAL overview 

Smarter urban vehicle access regulations 

Despite urgent calls for “smarter urban vehicle access regulations” in the Urban Mobility Package and 
other high-level political commitments, very few decision makers are keen on going public with the idea 
of restricting car access (in time or space) in urban areas. ReVeAL will help to add Urban Vehicle Access 
Regulations (UVAR) to the standard range of urban mobility transition approaches of cities across 
Europe. Toward this end, the ReVeAL consortium will combine conceptual work and case study research 
with hands-on UVAR implementation in six pilot cities and systematic stakeholder interaction and 
professional communication activities. 

The ReVeAL approach works along three different dimensions when considering the implementation of 
new UVARs:   

• It looks at a range of UVAR measures, grouping them into Measures Fields.  

• It looks at all measures through the lens of four Transition Areas, which need to be taken into 
account in any local setting (Governance and Financing, Mobility Services and Concepts, System 
Design and Technology, User Needs and Acceptance) 

• It approaches all of these in the light of the stages of the change process, understanding that 
cities at different stages are capable of different levels of ambition. 

These aspects are crucial to consider for the implementation of any kind of UVAR measure. ReVeAL will 
open and expand the UVAR toolbox through a dedicated work package (WP2 – UVAR Options and 
Scenarios), covering both established and cutting-edge approaches. The most important and new ones 
are Pathways to Zero-Emission Zones (ZEZ) as well as planning and design-related approaches for 
Spatial Interventions at district level such as superblocks. Also included is the broad array of Pricing 
Measures (e.g. dynamic road and curb space user charges, congestion charging, paid or regulated 
parking space) and radically novel approaches such as C-ITS-based strategies to control vehicle access 
through automated C2I communication or geo-fencing. ReVeAL includes world-leading experts in these 
four areas who can support the pilot cities during the design and implementation of their UVAR measures. 
Some of these approaches will be considered in more detail in scenario building activities which will take 
place in each of the Pilot Cities. 
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Overview of Deliverable 2.3: Set of 
process parameters and indicators for 
ReVeAL measures  
This deliverable defines the process evaluation parameters and impact assessment indicators to 
characterise UVAR measures. The parameters and indicators determine the different dimensions of the 
context and the impact of the ReVeAL process in a city. They are developed within the scope of the 
Transition Framework (WP1) and the Evaluation Framework (WP4). The set of parameters and indicators 
is documented in WP2 as the underlying data structure to encode the information gathered during the 
pilots and research in a knowledge database to support cities making decisions about possible UVAR 
implementation. The main concepts needed to understand the set are summarised here. The full 
methodologies can be found in the deliverables in WP1 and WP4.  

Describing urban vehicle access regulations 

ReVeAL gathers and structures existing evidence, current trends and developments in the 
implementation of various UVAR measures in Europe and around the world. Evidence will be gathered 
in four ReVeAL Measure Fields, namely:  

• Spatial Interventions  

• Pricing Measures  

• Pathways to ZEZ  

• Future Options  

The purpose is to construct a ReVeAL knowledge base that will serve as a basis for building UVAR-
related scenarios for the six ReVeAL pilot cities as well as feed into the Process Advisor of the decision 
support tool for cities post-project. 

The knowledge base is filled with best practices and experience of existing UVAR implementations and 
the observed processes in the pilot cities. Data will be collected and related to the three Measure Fields: 
Spatial Interventions, Pricing Measures and Pathways to ZEZ. Future Options are handled differently as 
due to its nature little known implementations exist yet. 

Two types of UVAR activity will be collected: 

• City case studies 

A city case study is an extensive review of a city where implementation of measures in one or more 
Measure Field is taking place (e.g., a ZEZ by design in Amsterdam, a pollution charge in London or 
the circulation plan in Ghent). The case study looks into the change processes and give a connected 
view on UVAR implementation.  
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• UVAR building blocks 

A measure in this context is a building block (e.g. a parklet) that moves in the direction of a larger 
implementation (e.g. superblock). Such measures may take the form of small or large-scale initiatives, 
or specific aspects of initiatives ranging across the different ReVeAL Transition Areas. These could 
include, for example, parklets, urban freight regulation, or successful methods to implement an aspect 
of a controversial LEZ (e.g. a logistics hub).  

The set of process evaluation parameters and impact assessment indicators developed in this 
deliverable relate to the city case studies. It is meant to describe the process of implementation of 
larger UVAR implementations and the impact that has on urban indicators. The set of parameters and 
indicators has been developed by the Transition Framework (WP1) and the Evaluation Framework (WP4) 
and the reasoning was established in those work packages.  

 

Process Evaluation Parameters 
A large variety of factors can play a role in the success of an UVAR implementation. Many of these factors 
depend on the specific context of a city and need to be understood in order to identify if a specific practice 
is relevant for a city in question. Within the ReVeAL project, a transition framework is being developed in 
order to structure UVAR-related urban change processes. The framework aims to understand the context 
of a city and to identify the different urban variables affecting UVAR implementation . The purpose is to 
be able to support cities on possible pathways for successful implementations of UVAR and this based on 
‘learning by example’ from existing cases. The framework is developed in WP1 and a full description can 
be found in the guidelines document (D1.1). In this section, the main concepts are summarized in order to 
understand the related process parameters. 

The ReVeAL Transition Framework 

ReVeAL will analyse and learn from existing UVAR implementation in cities worldwide and from its pilot 
cities’ UVAR activities (learning by example). Focus is on describing the actual UVAR implementation 
and the processes that lead to a successful or unsuccessful implementation.  

• For the UVAR measures, a city implementation is analysed with respect to the actual building 
blocks implemented, the scale of implementation, city spatial layout, main traffic flows, modal 
split, regional fleet distribution, etc. 

• In addition, the dynamics of a city during UVAR implementation are also analysed through the 
lens of four transition areas. They identify the supporting conditions that can drive an 
implementation to success. 
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Figure 1. The UVAR implementation and the supporting processes in the four transition areas. 

 
The ReVeAL transition framework groups the UVAR processes into four transition areas: 

1. Governance and financing 
2. User needs and acceptance 
3. Mobility services and concepts 
4. Technology and system design  

Each of these areas captures independent dynamics in a city. These can couple with the activity of UVAR 
implementation, to strengthen, slow down or stop the implementation process or to drive it towards certain 
choices. Process evaluation focuses on the dynamics in these transition areas.  

 

 

Figure 2. UVAR lifecycle. 

 

To also assess the maturity of the city with respect to its UVAR implementation process, the ReVeAL 
transition framework divides the UVAR lifecycle (Figure 2) into a series of four phases. The UVAR phases 
correspond to different time periods involved in a set of activities and processes:  

• UVAR ideation phase: Time span in which problems come to the attention of governments and 
possible solutions are discussed. It is characterised by the identification and definition of the 
problem. This stage ends when a problem is defined in such a way that solutions become 
concrete and feasible. The thought processes in this stage are on a conceptual level and the 
details of the scheme are not necessarily discussed in this phase. 

• UVAR design phase: Time span in which UVAR solution designs are developed in more detail. 
In this stage, initial concepts are worked out. Multiple designs may be considered here including 
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alternative implementations, technologies etc. The dynamics in the four transition areas can 
influence strategic and technical choices for the UVAR implementation.  

• UVAR implementation phase: Involves executing the UVAR options selected at the decision-
making phase. This involves all the action necessary to put the UVAR measures into practice, 
including (if applicable): pilots, demos, referendum, communication, legal permits, etc. 

• UVAR operation phase: Here all the activities following the launch of the UVAR implementation 
take place. This may include the monitoring and evaluation of the measure, the coupling with new 
UVAR measures, polling and fine-tuning. 

The activity in the four transition areas is described in the context of this UVAR lifecycle because different 

types of activity can be expected in different phases of a city’s UVAR process. 

The Transition Area datasheets 

In the transition framework, each transition area is described by a set of questions that are meant to 
capture the process dynamics relevant for UVAR implementation. The focus is on gathering concise and 
structured information on the process of UVAR implementation in a city. Each area is covered by a 
datasheet of targeted questions, often with discrete answers. This structured approach was favoured to 
facilitate decision support using this knowledge base as it allows better clustering and matching of 
observed cases and the identification of good practices for new cities (i.e. learning by example). This 
approach risks the loss of information as some valuable elements may not yet be captured by the set of 
questions. This will be evaluated during pilot execution by the Measure Field Leaders and the Pilot 
Coordinators and the datasheets can be extended or revised based on their experience.  
 
Regardless of possible needed adaptation, the principle remains the same: the datasheets capture the 
process information of UVAR implementation in its different stages. Each transition area is presented as 
a list of questions divided in two sections:  

(1) General assessment: this polls the current state of the city relevant for that specific transition 

area (e.g. the presence of enforcement technology or shared mobility); 
(2) Phase-related questions: questions that poll for specific coupling of transition area aspects on 

the procedures and development of UVAR implementation. Different questions are relevant in 
different phases in the UVAR lifecycle. 

 
The datasheets will be processed further in WP4 for evaluating the process, but they encode the data 
describing the processes and can be considered as proxy for the evaluation parameters (see Annex 1 
for the datasheets). 
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Illustration of Datasheet Transition Area ‘Technology and System Design’ 

 
Example of general assessment questions that poll for the presence  

of certain technology options relevant for UVAR. 

 

 
Example of phase-related questions that poll for the selection  

of enforcement technology during the UVAR design phase. 

 

Impact Assessment Indicators 
Impact assessment analyses the impacts that can be attributed to a measure, a package of measures, 
or a policy which has been designed to reach a certain objective. Broadly speaking, an impact 
assessment measures to what extent the well-being of the society has changed due to the 
implementation of a measure. It deals with understanding the practical/technical effects of measures 
within the city in contrast to process evaluation, which is concerned with understanding why measures 
implementation succeeds or fails.  
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For the assessment of an impact it is essential to collect and analyse the data from the site where an 
UVAR measure will be or has been introduced, developing a scenario without a measure being 
implemented (i.e. business-as-usual scenario) and with its implementation (i.e. measure scenario). The 
assessment of an impact can be carried either before or after the implementation of a measure. If the 
assessment is developed before (i.e., ex-ante), it can help to decide which measure will be best to solve 
the problem. If the assessment is developed after (i.e. ex-post), it can help to understand if a measure 
has been helpful, and to what extent, in tackling the identified problem. 
 
Impact assessment is divided into five different impact areas. These are as follows: 
 

1. Economic impacts: The economic impact focuses on the estimation of the benefits (or 
effectiveness) generated by a measure in relation to the resources used for ideation, design, 
implementation and operation. In economic terms, the balance between the costs a measure 
implies and benefits generated has to be evaluated in order to assess the extent to which it can 
contribute to the economic welfare of the residents of an urban area. It is important to remember 
that the economic impact is measured on behalf of the whole society, not from the perspective of 
a single individual. 

2. Energy impacts: Energy impact concerns the effect of a transport measure on energy 
consumption, for example assuming the introduction of alternative fuels or changes in the mix of 
propulsion systems of the fleet of vehicles in the area where a measure is implemented. Other 
measures can also contribute to the reduction of the energy impacts by, for example, encouraging 
users to shift to less energy-consuming transport modes (i.e., collective transport, car sharing, 
bicycle, walking, etc.).  

3. Environmental impacts: Environmental impacts consider transport measures that aim at 
improving the quality of the environment or, according to public economics, at reducing the 
external costs of transport. This objective can be achieved by using cleaner or less noisy vehicles, 
which in general create lower at-source emission levels. Environmental impacts can be quantified 
as variations of the volume of emissions of local pollutants (i.e. CO, NOx and particulate matter), 
greenhouse gases emissions (i.e. CO2) and noise level for affected residents. The emissions of 
pollutants also depend on the mix of vehicles and the assumed evolution of the fleet over time. 

4. Societal impacts: Societal impact evaluation is focused on assessing the general acceptability 
of a measure and its effects on how easily people are able to travel around in a city (i.e. physical 
and economic accessibility), including their feeling about security. These may in turn have further 
effects on, for example, health and employment opportunities. 

5. Transport system performance impacts: The transport system performance considers 
different aspects related to the implementation of a measure. The analysis of this type of impact 
aims to understand how much a measure could contribute to better urban transport. 

For each area, a number of KPIs is defined. These are listed in Annex 2, together with a brief description 
and the data needed to carry out quantitative calculations or qualitative estimations. A full description of 
the evaluation methodology can be found in D4.1 (Process Evaluation and Impact Assessment 
Framework). 
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Follow us! 

 

Website: www.CIVITAS-REVEAL.eu 

  CIVITAS_REVEAL 

  CIVITAS_REVEAL 

 

  

http://www.civitas-reveal.eu/
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Annex 1: Transition area datasheets 
1a: Governance and financing  

1b: User needs and acceptance  

1c: Mobility services and concepts  

1d: System design and technology  

 

Annex 2: Impact assessment datasheet 
  

 

 

 



Annex 1a: Governance and Financing - general assessment, financing

Who makes decisions? (political stream) Please provide the city's organigram 
/structure / 'chain of command' City Organigram
Leading politicians in the UVAR project 5 names 
Who formulates technical solutions? (Policy stream) text
Leading technicians in the UVAR project within the city services 5 names 
Leading external/contracted  technicians in the UVAR project 5 names + affiliation
Leading opinionators/civil society and media voices on the UVAR project 5 names + affiliation
UVAR champion: who leads the process? (person or unit/organisation) text

Electorial period Timeline (Elections, beginning of campaign)

Decision making context 



Annex 1a: Governance and Financing - UVAR phase questions, governance

Are national legal frameworks in place for:
the UVAR of your choice 
Efficient enforcement (digital, ANPR, …)
financial management of the UVAR
Personal data protection/privacy/GDPR
Tendering /procurement 
Are local regulations needed to implement the UVAR?
if Yes: what kind of local regulation text

Does your city have full competence to plan the UVAR?
If Yes: which services are involved, what number of staff requiredtext
if No: what other instutional actors need to be involved 
(national government, national police, regional gvt etc.) text

Does your city have full competence to deploy the UVAR?
If Yes: which services are involved, what number of staff requiredtext
if No: what other instutional actors need to be involved 
(national government, national police, regional gvt etc.) text

Does your city have full competence to operate the UVAR?
If Yes: which services are involved, what number of staff requiredtext
if No: what other instutional actors need to be involved 
(national government, national police, regional gvt etc.) text

Does your city have full competence to enforce the UVAR?
If Yes: which services are involved, what number of staff requiredtext
if No: what other instutional actors need to be involved 
(national government, national police, regional gvt etc.) text

Which are the accompanying measures you are planning to deploy? text
Does your city have full competence to plan these accompanying 
measures to make the UVAR a success?

If Yes: which services are involved, what number of staff requiredtext

Institutional setting and organisational arrangements

Opera-
tion

Ideation Design
Implemen

tation
Operatio

n

Ideation Design
Implemen-

tation

Legal frameworks



Annex 1a: Governance and Financing - UVAR phase questions, governance

if No: what other institutional actors need to be involved 
(national governmetn, national railways, etc.) text

Does your city have full competence to deploy these 
accompanying measures to make the UVAR a success?

If Yes: which services are involved, what number of staff requiredtext
if No: what other institutional actors need to be involved 
(national governmetn, national railways, etc.) text

Does your city have full competence to operate these 
accompanying measures to make the UVAR a success?

If Yes: which services are involved, what number of staff requiredtext
if No: what other institutional actors need to be involved 
(national governmetn, national railways, etc.) text

Are professional skills and knowledge available within these 
institutions to make the UVAR reality? 
Any missing skills and knowledge or knowledge? text

Has the city implemented a SUMP or any planning instrument 
regarding mobility?

If yes, at which stage is this SUMP?  planned / under 
development / implemented / updated text

Air Quality plan policy
Sustainable Energy and climate Action Plan
Public transport policy
Congestion reduction strategy
Accessibility policy
Regional / local economy development plan
Traffic management policy
Land use policy
Sustainability policy
Innovation policy
Cycling policy
Cycle parking strategy

Local policy frameworks
Operatio

n
Ideation Design

Implemen
tation



Annex 1a: Governance and Financing - UVAR phase questions, governance

Urban planning policy
Parking policy
other text
Are UVAR objectives and policy objectives aligned? 
Has the UVAR measure been evaluated?
Does the UVAR meet the objectives? 
Have the objectives of the UVAR been re-thought, and the 
potential adaptations of the UVAR planned? 

Will the scheme be implemented within the electoral period of 
those deciding the scheme?
In case the scheme won't be implemented within the electoral 
period of those deciding the scheme, will it have sufficient cross-
party support to be implemented over several electoral periods? 

Are complaints treatment available?
Are information procedures in place? 

Operatio
n

Political context 

Citizen focus Ideation Design
Implemen

tation
Operatio

n

Ideation Design
Implemen

tation



Annex 1a: Governance and Financing - general assessment, financing

Accompanying measures funded by UVAR implementing authority?
Accompanying measures funded by Third parties?

if Y: by whom? text

Financing of accompanying measures



Annex 1a: Governance and Financing - UVAR financing questions 

Plan/study: estimated cost / payed by whom? €/ text
Installment of equipment: estimated cost / 
payed by whom? €/ text
Communication and public involvement: 
estimated cost / payed by whom? €/ text
Enforcement: estimated cost / payed by 
whom? €/ text

earmarking?
regional/national government? text
transparent allocation of revenue?

audit and oversight procedures in place?

Which items are you planning to procure? text

Ideation Design Implementation Operation

Ideation Design Implementation Operation

Ideation Design Implementation Operation

Ideation Design Implementation Operation

Funding of UVAR establishment

Management and purpose of revenue streams

Audit and oversight

Procurement(*)



Annex 1a: Governance and Financing - UVAR financing questions 

text
text

text
Step 3: Submission of tenders and selection of 
tenders text

Step 4: Valuation of tenders and award text

(*) The procurement procedure (For each procured item) **

Step 2: Definition of specifications and 
standards

Specifications and standards 
specified

Defining the need in terms of functions
Open and restricted procedure (procurement method) 
Competitive dialogue and negotiation
Using joint procurement
Approaching the market: are relevant market actors involved? 

**The procurement procedure (EC, 2018) consulted in 'Topic Guide. Public procurement of sustainable urban mobility measures ', F. Rudolph and S. Werland 
(Wuppertal Institute), 2019.  

Additional specifications of products, services and works

Selection criteria (implementation of environmental management systems…)

Award criteria (e.g. specific or overall C02 emissions, life cycle costing, …) 
Monitoring and reporting obligations: contracting authority/ supplier / third 
party
Quality standards and bonus/malus schemes applied

Tenders submitted and selected

Step 5: Contract implementation and 
management

Contract implemented and 
managed

Using performance based specifications

Step 1: Preparation and planning
Procurement procedure preparared 

and planned
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D2.3: Annex 1b - User Needs and Acceptance - User Needs

What is the importance of different user needs?
Not 
important

Somewhat 
important Important Dominant Ideation Design Implementation Operation

Congestion reduction
Improved travel time reliability
Air quality improvements
Quality of urban space
Reduction of CO2 emission
Improved traffic safety
Noise reduction
Vibration reductions
Better public transit
Improved walkability
Improved bicycle opportunities
Affordability of travel
Improved health 
Ease of finding parking space
Economic vitality of the city
Ease of use
Ease of understanding the policy
Privacy and anonymous travel
Role for public to particpate in design process
Transparant decision making
Public information on costs, benefits and alternatives

Ideation Design Implementation Operation
Is there an explicit process to identify user needs?

Ideation Design Implementation Operation
Is there an information campaign to explain how the new situation will work for travellers



D2.3: Annex 1b - User Needs and Acceptance - User Needs

Have different user groups with different user needs been identified? Ideation Design Implementation Operation
Frequent users

Inhabitants in a zone (if applicable)
Inhabitants outside a zone (if applicable)

Non-frequent users
Inhabitants
Visitors

Mode specific user needs
Car drivers
Public transit
Walking
Cycling

Goods traffic
Waste management
Delivery vehicles
Construction traffic



D2.3: Annex 1b - User Needs and Acceptance - User Acceptance

Checklist questions

Is your city monitoring media attention continuously?

If yes: What is the general tone in media with regards to the policy measure?
Left
Neutral
Right

Is your city measuring public acceptibility periodically?
If yes:
What is the current level of acceptability for measure x? Percentage
If no: What are the main barriers to measuring public acceptibility issues
Costs
Personell
Political will

Have different relevant interest groups been identified? x
Car lobby groups
Climate groups
Bicycle and active modes
Other… text

Have you identified different vulnerable groups?
Socio-economic
Ethniticity
Geographical
Age
Disability
Gender



D2.3: Annex 1b - User Needs and Acceptance - User Acceptance

Desk study questions

What are the main arguments of the opposition?
Fairness
Affordability
Measure costs
Doubt effectiveness of measure
Anti-car
Competitiveness

What are the main arguments of support?
Liveability
Congestion
Revenue use
Sustainable development
Competitiveness
Fairness

Opinion poll questions

To what extent does the public think the measure will solve societal problems and meet objectives?
To what extent does the public understand how to use/travel in the new situation?



Annex 1c: Mobility Services and Concepts - description



Annex 1c: Mobility Services and Concepts - general assessment

What are the existing sustainable mobility services in the 
city/metropolitan area?

Frequent urban public transport x
Extensive and continuous cycle network
Park and ride schemes
Park and walk/bike schemes
Extensive charging network for e-vehicles
Bike sharing
Car sharing
Van sharing
Other sharing system (mopeds, scooters, etc.)
Automated/electric shuttles
C-ITS (Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems)
MaaS (Mobility as a Service)
Ride hailing platforms/services
Urban logistics platform/infrastructure
Urban logistics schemes
Cycle logistics
Others text



Annex 1c: Mobility Services and Concepts - UVAR phase questions

Ideation 
Design

Implementation
Operation

What are the mobility services that have 
been implemented in this UVAR phase?

-
(If "Implemented") Has their implementation already 
been planned, independently from the process of the 
specific UVAR measure?

Public transport improvement/development
Public transport services (fleet, ticketing, 
infomobility, etc.) development
Extension of bus/tram lanes
Extention of cycle network
Park and ride schemes development
Park and walk/bike schemes development
Other new parking options
Extension of charging network for e-vehicles
Bike sharing system development
Car sharing system development
Van sharing system development
Other sharing system (mopeds, scooters, etc.) 
development
New automated/electric shuttles
Application of C-ITS (Cooperative Intelligent 
Transport Systems)
Introduction of MaaS (Mobility as a Service)
Introduction of ride hailing platforms/services
New urban logistics platform/infrastructure
Urban logistics schemes development
Cycle logistics development
Other urban logistics scheme/development
Cycle logistics development



Annex 1c: Mobility Services and Concepts - UVAR phase questions

Have ex-ante evaluation activities (transport models/ 
projections/ forecasts, both from a supply and a demand 
point of view) for the implementation of the mobility 
services been conducted?

-
(If "Yes") What has been their outcome?

Have the mobility services been already in operation in 
the past but currently failed or have they originally been 
planned but eventually not implemented?
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-
(If different from "No") Why the mobility 
service has failed or has not been 
implemented?

Have the mobility services been included 
in plans or other strategies? Which one 
(the most important and pertinent 
prevails)?

Has the in-depth design (definition of technical features 
such as size, dimensions, model, format, energy and 
telematic necessities, etc.) been prepared for the 
mobility services?



Annex 1c: Mobility Services and Concepts - UVAR phase questions

Have the necessary management needs (in terms of provision of the necessary maintenance interventions to 
preserve a good operational level and provision of the necessary coordination within and between involved 
departments of the administrative bodies) been provided for the mobility services

Have mitigation elements in order to 
reduce unexpected and undesired effects 
of the mobility services been needed? 
Which ones?



Annex 1d: System Design and Technology - Description



Annex 1d: System Design and Technology - General Assessment

x

Manual inspection and windscreen stickers

Manual toll collection

Automated Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)

Radio-frequency identification (RFID)

UVAR Technology (Enforcement) Status

Dedicated short range communication (DSRC) - RFIDGlobal Navigation Satellite System / Cellular Networks 
(GNSS/CN)

Automatic bollards
Other

Payment

Pricing

These applications focus on the collection and sharing of traffic 
information with mobility partners and/or with road users and citizens.

(3) Traffic 
information

Status

Status

These applications aim at understanding the urban traffic and mobility, for 
instance, by recognizing patterns, explaining typical situations, and by 
understanding atypical effects.

(1) Traffic 
analysis

This kind of applications focus on a derived analysis in which the focus is 
on the evolution of traffic in time, e.g., behavioral changes during peak 
hours, weekends, etc.

(2) Traffic 
monitoringTraffic management systems

Curbside management (Parking)

(2) Traffic monitoring

(1) Traffic analysis

In situ (parking meter)

Mobile payment

In-vehicle (parking meter)

Prepaid payment

Time of the day/week

Demand (dynamic)

Zone/area



Annex 1d: System Design and Technology - General Assessment

Number Number

Charging 
stations/ 
km² Used for

Number Number Units/km

Other

Social networks

Strong website presence

Variable-message sign (VMS)

Road signaling

Mass media

Electric vehicle network

Variable message sign

Magnitude per 
UVAR areaInfrastructure

Road surface marking

UVAR Technology (Communication) Status

Applications capable of applying different measures to adjust the demand 
and capacity of the traffic network in time and space to better ‘match’ the 
traffic demand and supply (capacity).(4) Traffic 

management

Magnitude per 
city area

(3) Traffic information

(4) Traffic management



Annex 1d: System Design and Technology - UVAR phase questions

In situ (parking meter)
Mobile payment
In-vehicle (parking meter)
Prepaid payment
Time of the day/week
Demand (dynamic)
Zone/area

x

text

UVAR Technology (Communication) Not used One-way

Implementati
on

Traffic modelling
Traffic simulation

Environmental modeling
Environmental simulation

Two-
way

Global Navigation Satellite System / Cellular Networks (GNSS/CN)

Automatic bollards

Radio-frequency identification (RFID)

Manual inspection and windscreen stickers

Manual toll collection

Dedicated short range communication (DSRC) - RFID

Not 
considered

Considered
Select

ed
UVAR Technology Selection (Enforcement)

Decision support tool(s) in the 
decision-making

Decision support 
tool

Other

Other

(1) Traffic analysis
(2) Traffic monitoring

Ideation

Pricing

Curbside 
management 

(Parking)

Import
ant

Domi
nant

Design
Implementati

on

Electric vehicle network
Variable message signInfrastructure

Payment

(3) Traffic information
(4) Traffic management

Traffic 
applications

Ideation

Importance in decision-making
Not 

important
Somewhat 
important

Ideation

Operation

Design Operation

Ideation Design
Implementati

on
Operation

Implementati
on

OperationDesign

Automated Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)



Annex 1d: System Design and Technology - UVAR phase questions

Other

Posters
Posting, emails, or text messaging

UVAR Technology currently installed and in use 
for UVAR enforcement

Used for 
UVAR 

Social networks

Already in 
place 

Strong website presence
Variable-message sign (VMS)

Ideation Design
Implementati

on
Operation

Manual toll collection

Automated Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)

Radio-frequency identification (RFID)

Dedicated short range communication (DSRC) - RFID

Global Navigation Satellite System / Cellular Networks (GNSS/CN)

Manual inspection and windscreen stickers

Other

Stakeholder workshops - Public meetings
Dedicated short range communication (DSRC)
Governmental websites

Road signaling
Flyers/leafleting
Mass media

Road surface marking

Automatic bollards

Third-party data sharing (1)

Is the city currently in communications with third-
party data providers to share the information on 

Ideation Design
Implementati

on
Operation



Annex 1d: System Design and Technology - UVAR phase questions

Ideation Design
Implementati

on
OperationOpen access data update

Does it exist any open access data mechanisms, 
agreements, or regulations to provide/update 

(real-time) information on the city's access 

Third-party data sharing (2) Ideation Design
Implementati

on
Operation

Is the information on UVAR currently being 
shared with third-party data providers?
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x



Annex 1d: System Design and Technology - UVAR phase questions

Other

These applications aim at understanding the urban traffic and mobility, for instance, by recognizing patterns, 
explaining typical situations, and by understanding atypical effects.

(2) Traffic 
monitoring

This kind of applications focus on a derived analysis in which the focus is on the evolution of traffic in time, 
e.g., behavioral changes during peak hours, weekends, etc.

(3) Traffic 
information

These applications focus on the collection and sharing of traffic information with mobility partners and/or 
with road users and citizens.

(4) Traffic 
management

Applications capable of applying different measures to adjust the demand and capacity of the traffic network 
in time and space to better ‘match’ the traffic demand and supply (capacity).

Dedicated short range communication (DSRC) - RFID

Global Navigation Satellite System / Cellular Networks (GNSS/CN)

Automatic bollards

(1) Traffic 
analysis

Previous 
experienc

Investment 
cost

Privacy

Manual inspection and windscreen stickers

Manual toll collection

Automated Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)

Radio-frequency identification (RFID)

Operational 
costs

End-user 
cost

Reliability
Interoperab

ility
End-user 

friendliness
Selection drivers
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Google
Waze
TomTom
Verizon connect
HERE Technologies

Other

Interoperab
ility

End-user 
friendliness

Privacy
Previous 

experienc
Manual inspection and windscreen stickers

In case of changes on installed technology during phases, 
which were the decision drivers

Operational 
costs

Investment 
cost

End-user 
cost

Reliability

Manual toll collection

Automated Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)

Radio-frequency identification (RFID)

Dedicated short range communication (DSRC) - RFID

Global Navigation Satellite System / Cellular Networks (GNSS/CN)

Automatic bollards

Partners involved
How is the 

approach/engage with 
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Other text

Google
Waze
TomTom
Verizon connect
HERE Technologies
Other text

Social media
Dedicated websites
SMS
Open digital maps
Other text

Mechanisms

How is the approach/engage with 
this company?

Are their platforms currently 
operational? (Is the information in 

Partners involved



Annex 2: Impact Assessment

IMPACT ASSESSMENT

City-wide Area
PILOT-RELATED INDICATORS
ECONOMY
IA1 Operating revenues Operating revenues Revenues per pkm or vkm Euros/pkm or Euros/vkm, quantitative X
IA2 Rent Land rent Mean real estate values Euros, quantitative X
IA3 Savings Travel time savings Monetised savings in travel time Euros/pkm or Euros/vkm, quantitative X
IA4 Capital costs Capital cost per system or unit Euros, quantitative X
IA5 Operating costs Costs per time period Euros/time period, quantitative X
IA6 Managing and 

maintenance costs
Costs per time period Euros/time period, quantitative X

IA7 Congestion costs Costs per vkm Euros/vkm, quantitative X
IA8 Social costs Costs per fatalities and injuried persons Euros/fatality and Euros/injuried, quantitative X
ENERGY
IA9 Vehicle fuel efficiency Fuel used per vkm, per vehicle type MJ/vkm, quantitative X
IA10 Fuel mix Percentage of fuel used by type %, quantitative X
ENVIRONMENT
IA11 CO2 emissions CO2 per vkm by type G/vkm, quantitative X
IA12 CO emissions CO per vkm by type G/vkm, quantitative X
IA13 NO2 emissions NO2 per vkm by type G/vkm, quantitative X
IA14 Particulate emissions PM10 and/or PM2.5 per vkm by type G/vkm, quantitative X
IA15 Noise Noise Level of noise (relevant locations) Index (%), qualitative X
SOCIETY
IA16 Awareness Awareness level Awareness of the policies/measures Index (%), qualitative X
IA17 Acceptance Acceptance level Attitude of current acceptance of the measure Index (%), qualitative X
IA18 Accessibility Spatial accessibility Accessibility level by 

social groups
Physical accessibility of pilot area (by gender, age, 
physical condition, nationality/ethnicity)

Index (%), qualitative X

IA19 Safety Transport safety Injuries and deaths 
caused by transport 
accidents

Numbers of accidents, fatalities and casualties 
caused by transport accidents, per mode

No, quantitative X

IA20 Equity Equity Equity level by social 
groups

Equity of the UVAR measure (by gender, age, 
physical condition, nationality/ethnicity)

Index (%), qualitative X

TRANSPORT
IA21 Service reliability Accuracy of

timekeeping - peak
Percentage of services arriving / departing on time %, quantitative X

IA22 Travel times Average service speed - 
peak

Average speed of PT (selected bus and tram lines) Km/h, quantitative X

IA23 Traffic flow by vehicle 
type - peak

Average vehicles per hour by vehicle type - peak 
(relevant locations)

Veh per hour, quantitative X

IA24 Traffic flow by vehicle 
type - off peak

Average vehicles per hour by vehicle type - off peak 
(relevant locations)

Veh per hour, quantitative X

IA25 Car travel time - peak Average travel time - peak (selected corridors) Minutes, quantitative X
IA26 Car travel time- off peak Average travel time - off peak (selected corridors) Minutes, quantitative X
IA27 Freight movements Goods vehicles Daily number of goods vehicles No, quantitative X
IA28 Pedestrian flows No. of pedestrians (relevant locations) No. per hour, quantitative X

No.

Benefits

Data and/or unitDescriptionIndicatorCategory Scope

Soft mobility levels

Impacts

Costs Costs

Traffic levels

Congestion levels

Acceptance

Quality of PT service

Transport system

Energy Consumption Fuel consumption

EmissionsPollution and nuisance
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IA29 Cycle flows No. of cyclists (relevant locations) No. per hour, quantitative
IA30 Sharing mobility Access to shared modes No. of bike sharing, car sharing and micro-mobility 

stations
No, quantitative X

IA31 E-mobility Charging points No. of charging points for electric vehicles No, quantitative X
IA32 Public space Public space usage Area dedicated to 

transport and other needs
Extent of walkable areas, cycle paths, PT lanes, 
surface reserved to vehicles (general speed limit and 
reduced speed limit - 30km/h), parking spaces, green 
areas

m2, quantitative X

CONTEXT INDICATORS
ENVIRONMENT
IA33 CO levels CO concentration Ppm or g/m3, quantitative X
IA34 NO2 levels NO2 concentration Ppm or g/m3, quantitative X
IA35 Particulate levels Particulate PM10 and/or PM2.5 concentration Ppm or g/m3, quantitative X
IA36 Black carbon levels Black carbon concentration Ppm or g/m3, quantitative X
TRANSPORT
IA37 Average modal split-

passengers
Percentage of passenger-km for each mode %, quantitative X

IA38 Average modal split-
vehicles

Percentage of vehicle-km for each mode %, quantitative X

IA39 Average modal split- trips Percentage of trips for each mode %, quantitative X

IA40 PT usage levels PT ridership PT trips per inhabitant No, quantitative X
IA41 Regulated zones Area included in 

regulated zones
Extent of Limited Traffic Zones, Low Emission Zones, 
Zero Emission Zones

km2 or m2, quantitative X

Air qualityPollution

Transport system Modal split


